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Krempels Center
Reimagines
The Future
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In conjunction with a full return to campus this fall, the
Krempels Center staff and board also realized that being
accessible online is no longer just an emergency response
to a global crisis. In fact, the online program can be a great
option to reach brain injury survivors who cannot travel to
the campus. There are members who previously would seek
rides from over 100 miles away, and therefore could only
attend sporadically. Members have also moved away over
the years and had no comparable services available in their
new communities.
Some of the key benefits reported by members taking
part in Krempels Center’s online program are less fatigue,
flexibility with scheduling, and saving time and money not
needing to arrange reliable transportation. Connecting
from the comfort of home continues to be in-demand,
and the ability to reach a wider audience of brain injury
survivors is exciting.
Krempels Center is emerging from this global crisis
stronger and more hopeful than ever before. And it’s all
made possible by our community of supporters, who help
us fulfill our mission to be there for brain injury survivors,
whether 10 miles or 1000 miles away.

N

ever in its 21-year history has Krempels Center
embarked on a fall like this one. After more than a year
of exclusively online programming, followed by a summer of
cautious optimism, Krempels Center once again welcomed
members back to the Community Campus in Portsmouth,
NH, as it had before March 2020. Many steps were taken
to successfully reopen, guided by the principle that safety
comes first for Krempels Center members, caregivers, staff,
interns and guests.
The community gathers at the morning meetings, with face
masks donned and chairs spaced apart across the gymnasium.
Members are again able to take part in a variety of activities
at the Community Campus. Partners such as Northeast
Passage hosts groups such as adaptive disc golf and archery,
where members benefit from physical activity. Concerts
fill the rooms with song and rhythm. Members create art
together in the sun-filled atrium overlooking the front lawn.
Lunchtime also bustles with members reconnecting after so
much time physically apart.

Northeast Passage hosts groups such as adaptive disc golf and
archery, where members benefit from physical activity
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NEW LIFE AFTER BRAIN INJURY

“My brother could use your program. It’s too
bad he lives so far away.”
“I have a friend who could have used your
program a few years ago, but we didn’t know
about it.”
“I know someone with a brain injury who
is really struggling. But she doesn’t need a
caregiver, so she doesn’t qualify, right?”
We know there’s a need out there. And we know we are only scraping the surface of
that need. How do we do a better job of helping people find us? Understand what we do
and who we serve? We recognize that for Krempels Center to better meet the needs
of the brain injury community, we must evolve. That doesn’t mean we just grow – it
means we transform into a more sophisticated organization, strengthening our internal
structure and systems, and elevating our outward-facing brand to have a greater impact.
Over the next three years, I will be updating you on the progress of this
transformation, and how you make each step possible. Our new, robust strategic plan
sets a high bar in terms of program growth, brand and marketing, infrastructure, and
financial sustainability. We have already made great strides: we hired several new staff
members, created or expanded critical positions, and have taken next steps to increase
staffing capacity. We launched a deep dive into our online program to evaluate its
impact and feasibility as its own unique program. We are revamping our development
strategies, and we began the process of defining our brand, our image, our reach, and
how people perceive Krempels Center.
We need to overcome the obstacles of being unknown and misunderstood. And we
are up to the challenge.
This is the most exciting time at Krempels Center in my tenure, and I hope you will
continue to support us during this evolution. I encourage you to join us for an online
Fireside Chat, even if you’ve been to one in person in the past. You can sign up right on
our website’s home page. We want your feedback and your questions, and in turn we
want to share our vision with you.
We see a future where brain injury is understood and without stigma. A future where
people will know exactly where to go to get the help they need and how to reach us. And
a future where we are ready, capable, and more than willing to serve the greater brain
injury community. Thank you for being on this journey with us, and I look forward to
updating you on our milestones.

Our Breakfast
for Brain Injury
video spotlight
is now available
to watch on
YouTube!

Passing the
Programming
Torch
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arb Kresge has been working
for Krempels Center for 15
years; the longest serving staff
member. Prior to that, she was a lecturer
and Admissions Chair at the Boston
School of Occupational Therapy at
Tufts University. Barb joined Krempels
Center as a Program Coordinator in
2006, then became Program Director
several years later to guide the program
through maturing and expansion phases.
Earlier this year, Barb was considering
retirement, however Krempels Center
had other ideas. Now as the new
Director of Strategic Program Initiatives,
Barb is heading the effort to research,
develop, and implement a new online
program as an extension of Krempels
Center’s offerings, building upon the
success of the online program launched
as a response to the pandemic. We are
beyond thrilled she has accepted this
role and will continue to work her magic.
To fill the Program Director position,
Krempels Center launched an extensive
search and hit the jackpot when Heather
Gilbert jumped at the opportunity.
Heather was a graduate level
occupational therapy intern in 2014 at
Krempels Center under the supervision
of Kelly Redwine-DePierre. During her
internship, she led a series of groups for
members that resulted in the first annual
Krempels Center Craft Fair. Throughout
her experience, she gained a tremendous
appreciation for the community-based
model and its focus on more than
just the traditional medical model of
rehabilitation. Heather went on to work
in various nontraditional settings as an
occupational therapist in management
roles and ultimately left her position as
the Division Director of Developmental
Disability and Brain Injury Services at
Eliot Community Human Services in MA,

Barb Kresge OTR/L, CBIS, Director of Strategic Program Initiatives (left) and
Heather Gilbert MS, OTR/L, Program Director (right)

bringing along her previous five years of
experience in working in mental health.
She joined the team eager to get to
work on supporting the transition back
to in-person programming.
Both Barb and Heather are alumni
of Tufts University’s Boston School
of Occupational Therapy and share
the values of their profession to help
people meet their personal goals to do
the things they want and need to do
and live more fulfilling lives. Heather’s
initial focus will be on solidifying
the process of how we evaluate the
ongoing effectiveness of the program’s

offerings and maximizing the use of
technology to better support interns
and enhance the overall program. Barb
will be at the helm of navigating the
organization through the next iteration
of online programming with the hope
that this new, robust component of
Krempels Center’s services can reach
brain injury survivors from around
country. Together, our programming
leaders are excited to collaborate with
the rest of the team to achieve the
goals outlined in the strategic plan that
will support the program in continuing
to grow and thrive.

Program Director Heather Gilbert and Director of Strategic Program
Initiatives Barb Kresge were joined by member/caregiver Don and Diane
Heselton as they presented at the 12th Annual Brain Injury Association
of America - Maine’s “Defining Moments in Brain Injury” Conference.
This conference, taking place on October 13th, centered on research,
treatment, and service pertinent to brain injury recovery and rehabilitation
in Maine. The cohort from Krempels Center gathered virtually with
other brain injury professionals, survivors, and family members, and to
spread the word about Krempels Center’s online programming and how it
addresses the ongoing needs of brain injury survivors.
krempelscenter.org

100 Campus Drive
Suite 24
Portsmouth, NH 03801

King Challenge 2021–Thank You!
This year’s King Challenge ride was a triumphant success!
Over 300 riders —route, DKAT Team Krempels and virtual
— turned up and raised an unprecedented $158,000 for
Krempels Center!

SAVE THE DATE FOR OUR 2022 RIDE ON
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15TH!

The live event took place on Saturday, October 16th in
Stratham, NH with the support of our generous sponsors,
volunteers, and vendors. Special thank you to Ted King and
Arlon Chaffee for their vision and dedication.

Did You Know…

Pet food proceeds
support Krempels
Center!
RAWZ is safe, natural pet food for cats
and dogs made without any rendered
meats or fats. With son and Krempels
Center member Jim III, Janet and Jim
Scott founded RAWZ natural pet food.
The Scott family has a long history
with the pet food industry, originating
with Mother Hubbard dog treats and
founders of the Wellness Pet Food
Company. RAWZ has a five-star rating by
nutrition website Dog Food Advisor, and
is certified as a low glycemic pet food by
the Glycemic Research Institute.

Most impressive and heartwarming
is the family’s commitment to giving
back: 100% of the company’s proceeds
go to four nonprofits, one of which is
Krempels Center.
Having been deeply impacted by
brain injury, the Scott family has been
unreservedly supportive of Krempels
Center since Jim III became a member
in 2008. RAWZ, launched in 2015, is
quickly spreading to many pet food
stores across the country. Please
consider using RAWZ for your cat or
dog. You will be supporting Krempels
Center and taking great care of your
beloved pets!
More information can be found at
www.rawznaturalpetfood.com.
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THE SCOTT FAMILY
Left to right: Andrew Scott, Katie Scott,
Janet Scott, Jim Scott lll, Jim Scott,
Aimee Murray & Pat Murray
Furry Family: Left to right: Sophie,
Clooney & Thatcher
SCAN HERE TO WATCH A SHORT
VIDEO ABOUT THE HEART AND
SOUL OF RAWZ.
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